Who we are
We are a dedicated group of Educators and learners who are committed to
growing young minds and creating amazing play spaces. Our Educators
are Teachers, Early Childhood Educators, Occasional Care Coordinators
and visiting professionals from Speech and Language, and Support
Services. Our parent community volunteers on our excursions, reads to
our children, and assists with fundraising. We recognize ourselves as
lifelong learners, and work with children within this learning space.

Contact Us
For more information on the services that we provide, or to enroll your
child, don’t hesitate in contacting us.
3 Second Street
Quorn 5433
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Phone: 08 86486377
Email: dl.6660.leaders@schools.sa.edu.au
Web: www.quornkgn.sa.edu.au
Facebook: @Quornkindy
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General information

Our Services

Out of hours’ services

Occasional care

Playgroup operates on a Monday from 10:00 to 12:00. Come along to
this service and meet other families and children.

We offer our Kindergarten community an
Occasional Care Program for children not yet
ready for preschool entry, but older than two
years. This service operates on Tuesday and
Thursday between 8:30 and 11:15. $5 per
session.

Pilates operates on a Friday night. Notices are provided for this on the
IGS notice board. $10 per session. Claire Moran runs these sessions.
Clothing
Please name all belonging including bags. Tank tops and strappy
dressers are discouraged due to our sun safety policy.
Hats are provided to preschool children as part of their term four
transition fees. Occasional care families can purchase a kindy hat or
bring a hat from home (we do have spares on site). Caps are not
permitted in terms 1, 3, and 4 due to sun exposure to ears. They will be
asked to wear a spare hat.
Fresh water
Please provide your child with a drink bottle filled with fresh water only.
High sugary drinks are discouraged as they can dehydrate your child.
Fruit and veg
Please provide a piece of fruit or a vegetable for sharing at fruit time.
Snow peas, raw broccoli, apples, sultanas, mandarins, grapes, baby
spinach, are all great sources of calcium and are a great choice for fruit
and veg time sharing.
Sign in and out
Every arrival and every departure needs your signature.

Preschool
Preschool operates three days one week and
two the next, giving children access to
15hours per week over a fortnight roster.
Preschool fees are $65 per term. Session
times are 8:30 to 2:30. See calendar for days.

Transition to school program
We have a continuous transition process
with Quorn Area School. Weather permitting,
we visit the school every Wednesday and
participate in library reading, hotdog and
milkshake days, play on their playground and
gardens, and get to know their environment.
We also work closely with school leaders so
that established learning and transition goals
are met.
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What else?

Reading focus
We provide a free street library. The theme is
‘take a book, share a book’. We are also
registered with Street Library Australia.
When your child starts, they will be asked to
donate a t-shirt, which will be turned into
their library bag!

Committed to our community
As global citizens, we recognize the importance of being sustainable and
living sustainably, and we encourage our children to think this way too.

‘sustainability is treating ourselves and
our environment as if we want to stay
on this planet forever’

Volunteers reading program. We have a small
but dedicated group of volunteers who come
in and read to our children. This supports
their understanding of new words, and opens
up their exposure to a diverse vocabulary.

Sustainable approach to education
We incorporate the use of ‘loose parts’ play into every action of our daily
routine. Loose parts items are sustainably sourced, usually donated
goods, or natural, and encourage children to think flexibly. We
discourage the use of print-outs, and have minimized our purchasing of
single use plastics, and plastic toys. The community, families, and
children have all participated in sourcing our equipment, which has led
to an accumulation of varied and interesting resources.
Most of our paper we do use is donated, and we limit waste by using
both sides, turning it into something else, or by drawing on nonstandard items like rocks, bark and sand.
We are also registered with eco schools Australia, where we are looking
at waste and use of products.

Make It Picture Perfect
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The arts
We are a registered venue for SALA which is a State initiative to
promote artists in South Australia. This is a major fundraising event, but
more importantly, is an amazing experience for young artists to be a
part of. Each child, depending on their interests, are given a specific art
based task to complete. All finished works are exhibited alongside
professional artists. Talk to us to find out more about this exciting
exhibtion!
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Your Kindy time matters
For most children, Kindy is only for one year. This time in their lives
matters to us and we respect and value your input

Overview of programs
Oral language
We incorporate a whole text approach into
our program every day. It is an intensive
language based program that encourages
children to think critically about reading,
work knowledge, sounds, and how to
understand the hidden or implied meanings
in texts.

‘sometimes we win, sometimes we
learn’
Visible approach to documentation
All our learning, whether it is documented or happening right now, is
open for you to look at. We welcome volunteers into our Centre and
encourage families to stay to read a story, or play at one of our tables.
Coming here you will get to see the learning that is happening, and if you
can’t stay, we provide learning stories, photos, work samples, and
messages to you on how your child is doing. Occasional care families will
be provided with a scrapbook styled record, that includes photographs,
work samples, and Educator comments. These are added to by your
child’s Occasional Care Coordinator. They are lovely mementoes of your
child’s time with us.

Facebook, family days, and so much more
We realise that for many families time is a precious commodity. We
utilize our public facebook page to inform families about upcoming
events, children’s learning, and promotions. This platform for
information sharing has been very popular with our extended and
working families. The community has also loved seeing our impressive
work too!
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Child voice

Nature play

At Quorn Kindergarten we respect the right
of the child as a capable and intrinsically
motivated learner and citizen. We support
their ideas through observations, planning,
and Educator reflection. This is documented
as a visible learning approach.

Children at this site are encouraged to
explore their own ideas, and are given plenty
of opportunities to play socially, develop
early numeracy skills through organizing,
patterning, and negotiation. Contact us if you
would like to know more about the benefits
of natural leanring.
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